Agenda

The Role of Technical Assistance in Turning Around Rural Schools: Lessons for ESSA Implementation

October 4, 2016
11 a.m.–12 p.m. Pacific Time

Objectives

- Disseminate the results of the study Reshaping rural school transformation: Lessons from federal School Improvement Grants
- Connect the results of this study to rural practitioner examples of effective technical assistance and lessons learned through SIG
- Provide opportunities for participants to consider the study results in light of their own work with rural school improvement

11:00-11:10 a.m. Welcome and introductions
11:10-11:22 a.m. Presentation on rural school transformation study findings (Part 1)
11:22-11:25 a.m. Q & A and reflection on Part 1
11:25-11:37 a.m. Presentation on rural school transformation study findings (Part 2)
11:37-11:40 a.m. Q & A and reflection on Part 2
11:40-11:57 a.m. Panel response and discussion
11:57-12:00 Wrap up